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The Phantom Thieves of Hearts are coming to Crunchyroll and Hulu!
SANTA MONICA, CA (March 30, 2018) – At their industry panel at Sakura-Con (Seattle,
Washington), Aniplex of America announced that the highly anticipated PERSONA5 the
Animation will be premiering this spring on Crunchyroll and Hulu. The series is an anime
adaptation of best-selling JRPG, Persona 5, by game developer, ATLUS, first released in Japan
in 2016 and subsequently worldwide in 2017. Set in modern Tokyo, PERSONA5 the Animation
chronicles the adventures of an eclectic group of teenagers who call themselves the “Phantom
Thieves of Hearts.” Together with their metaphysical manifestations known as their Personas,
the group seeks to solve crimes by reforming the source of corruption within people’s hearts. The
popularity of the series showed no sign of waning with a subtitled trailer posted on the Aniplex

of America YouTube page quickly gaining over a quarter million views in less than 3 weeks.
PERSONA5 the Animation premieres April 7th only on Crunchyroll and Hulu, with new
episodes streaming every Saturday.
Key creators of the original game reunite for the highly anticipated series, including sound
composer Shoji Meguro providing the stylized and jazz-themed soundtrack, Katsura Hashino
credited for the Original Concept, and ATLUS’s own Shigenori Soejima providing the series’
Original Character Design. Critically acclaimed animation studio A-1 Pictures (Sword Art Online,
Blue Exorcist) will produce the series with Director Masashi Ishihama (ERASED, Your lie in
April) bringing the game to the TV screen. The series also features an all-star voice cast who also
voiced the game, including super star voice actor Jun Fukuyama (DURARARA!!, Blue Exorcist,
WAGNARIA!!) as protagonist Ren Amamiya, Mamoru Miyano (Full Metal Alchemist:
Brotherhood, DURARARA!!) as Ryuji Sakamoto, Nana Mizuki (Blast of Tempest, VALVRAVE the
Liberator, WWW.WAGNARIA!!) as Ann Takamaki, Tomokazu Sugita (The irregular at magic
high school, The Asterisk War, March comes in like a lion) as Yusuke Kitagawa, and Ikue Otani,
the legendary voice of Pikachu, as Morgana.

Characters:

Ren Amamiya
VA: Jun Fukuyama
A second-year high school student, who just moved to
Tokyo and is transferring to Shujin Academy this spring.
Following a particular incident, Ren’s Persona awakens. He
finds lodging at a coffee shop on the outskirts through his
parents’ connections, and is about to begin his student life
in the city.

Ryuji Sakamoto
VA: Mamoru Miyano
A second-year high school student at Shujin Academy.
Though he is compassionate and fiery, he is labeled a
problem child and avoided at school due to his outwardly
rude behavior.

Ann Takamaki
VA: Nana Mizuki
A second-year high school student at Shujin Academy and a
beautiful quarter-American girl. Although she has an
innocent and honest personality, she has a hard time fitting
in due to her conspicuous looks and spends most of her
time in solitude. Because of that, she deeply values her one
and only friend at school.

Morgana
VA: Ikue Otani
A strange, cat-like creature full of mystery. After being
saved from a Palace by Ren, who had initially wandered
into the Metaverse, it decides to live under the same roof
with him. Despite its tendency to hurl insults, it is a very
devoted friend.

Yusuke Kitagawa
VA: Tomokazu Sugita
An honor student in the fine arts department at Kosei High
School. He attracts more than a few stares with his
handsome look, but exudes an air of eccentricity. After his
mother’s death when he was young, he has lived with and
trained under an esteemed Japanese artist, owing to his own
creative talent.

About PERSONA5 the Animation:
Ren Amamiya is about to enter his second year after transferring to Shujin Academy in Tokyo.
Following a particular incident, his Persona awakens, and together with his friends they form the
“Phantom Thieves of Hearts” to reform hearts of corrupt adults by stealing the source of their
distorted desires.
Meanwhile, bizarre and inexplicable crimes have been popping up one after another…
Living an ordinary high school life in Tokyo during the day, the group maneuvers the
metropolitan city as Phantom Thieves after hours.
Let the curtain rise for this grand, picaresque story!
For details on PERSONA5 the Animation, go to www.P5Ausa.com or follow the official
Facebook at: www.facebook.com/P5A.USA.
STAFF
Original Work: "Persona 5" (ATLUS)
Original Concept: Katsura Hashino
Original Character Design: Shigenori Soejima
Original Demon Design: Kazuma Kaneko
Director: Masashi Ishihama
Series Composition: Shinichi Inotsume
Character Design: Tomomi Ishikawa
Sound Composer: Shoji Meguro
Animation Production: A-1 Pictures
CAST
Ren Amamiya: Jun Fukuyama
Ryuji Sakamoto: Mamoru Miyano
Ann Takamaki: Nana Mizuki
Morgana: Ikue Otani
Yusuke Kitagawa: Tomokazu Sugita
Makoto Niijima: Rina Satoh
Futaba Sakura: Aoi Yuki
Haru Okumura: Haruka Tomatsu
Goro Akechi: Soichiro Hoshi
About Aniplex of America Inc.
Aniplex of America Inc. (Santa Monica, California) is a subsidiary of Aniplex Inc.
(headquartered in Tokyo, Japan), a group of Sony Music Entertainment (Japan) Inc. and a
leading provider of anime content and music production and distribution in Japan. Aniplex of
America has launched fan-favorite Blu-ray and DVD releases including Fate/stay night
[Unlimited Blade Works], Fate/Zero, the Sword Art Online series, Your lie in April, KILL la KILL,
Bakemonogatari, Puella Magi Madoka Magica, Blue Exorcist, anohana -The Flower We Saw
That Day-, NISEKOI, the OREIMO series, DURARARA!!×2, Magi series, Expelled From

Paradise, The irregular at magic high school, and ALDNOAH.ZERO. The company's
ever-growing line-up of shows include: March comes in like a lion, Blue Exorcist: Kyoto Saga,
ERASED, The Asterisk War, OWARIMONOGATARI, KIZUMONOGATARI, Charlotte,
Occultic;Nine, WWW.WAGNARIA!!, GRANBLUE FANTASY, Eromanga Sensei, Katsugeki
TOUKEN RANBU, BLEND-S, Fate/stay night [Heaven’s Feel] I. presage flower, Slow Start,
Record of Grancrest War, and Today’s MENU for EMIYA Family. In June 2017, the company
launched the English version of the popular mobile game, Fate/Grand Order, which has
exceeded two million downloads.
www.AniplexUSA.com
www.facebook.com/AniplexUSA
www.twitter.com/AniplexUSA
www.youtube.com/AniplexUS
www.twitch.tv/AniplexUSA
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